Sink parts diagram

If you know your product model number, enter it into the search box below to navigate to the
product detail page listing out parts belonging to your product. Select a category below to find
the common repair parts to fix issues like leaks, cracks, or loose items. Touch TechnologyVideo. It can replace any Delta plastic, brass, or vacuum breaker ball assemblies. It is commonly
referred to the round stem ball. Used on many older style 2-handle faucets, roman tubs and
showers with screws coming through the top of the handle. Brass stem unit for many older
style 2-handle faucets, roman tubs and showers with handle screw coming from the side of the
handle. Leaks - FAQ. Answer step-by-step questions to narrow down the results to your product
model number resulting in a link to the product detail page containing a list of parts and a parts
diagram. If you didn't find a solution using the resources above, our customer service team is
happy to help! Contact Us. Where to Buy. Search If you know your product model number, enter
it into the search box below to navigate to the product detail page listing out parts belonging to
your product. Shower Components. Common Repair Parts For:. RP Hose nipple o-rings for
connection under deck. View RP Hose Issues Common pull down and pull out hoses View
Parts. Loose or Stiff Parts Common parts for loose spout or faucet. Aerators Some common
aerators. Check your parts diagram to confirm the correct one. View Repair Parts. Handles
Issues. RP View Repair Part. Set Screw View Repair Part. Single Handle Cartridges For drips
from spout, base, or under handle view repair parts. Check your parts diagram to confirm the
correct one View Repair Parts. Touch2O tech Common parts for Touch2O technology issues.
Leaks Solves drips from spout when water is off. Single Handle Cartridges For drips from spout,
base, or under handle For drips from spout, base, or under handle. View Repair Part. Stem
Assembly - 2H Used on many older style 2-handle faucets, roman tubs and showers with screws
coming through the top of the handle. Stem Unit Assembly Brass stem unit for many older style
2-handle faucets, roman tubs and showers with handle screw coming from the side of the
handle. Back Answer more detailed questions to narrow down matching products. Matching
Products. View Matching Products. Back Matching Products. Back Matching Product Results
Please select your product from the best matches below:. Parts Resources. Need further help?
Sign up for our newsletter Never miss a beat - get the latest products and innovations sent right
to your inbox. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. We loaded this article with bathroom
plumbing diagrams, illustrations, and even a material listâ€¦ to supercharge your understanding
of this basic DWV system. You can jump to specific sections of this article, by using the Table
of Contents below. Article Table of Contents : 1. Bathroom Plumbing Rough-In Dimensions 3.
How To Plumb a Bathroom Sink 4. Do Plumbing Vents Need Sloped? The table below lists each
DWV fitting used to plumb this simple bathroom. Notice each plumbing code has its own
column with the specific quantity of needed fittings. Measure 21 inches approximately above
the finished floor. The hot line and cold line are spaced 8 inches apart from left to right. From
the center of the drain, measure 4 inches to the left and 4 inches to the right. We also have 32
inches of total clearance between the finished side wall and the bathroom vanity. The toilet
flange is centered right in the middle. All these dimensions and fittings might not make sense
right now. This bathroom lav is roughed-in with a 1. You will need a 1. Trim Trap kits come with
two different sizes of washers. Both major plumbing codes in the U. See IPC Table The closet
bend fitting is 4 inches on the inlet and 3 inches on the outlet. Then, the outlet of the closet
bend connects into a 3-inch sanitary tee via a short piece of 3 inch PVC. What types of DWV
fittings does the code permit for vertical to horizontal transition? The cleanout adapter glues
right into the inlet of the combo. And provides a convenient point of access to rod the drain in
case of a backup. By the way, other types of DWV fittings work for vertical to horizontal
transitions. For example,. The main purpose of a plumbing vent is to protect trap seals. The trap
seal inside the P-Trap is what prevents sewer gas from escaping into your home. Waste flowing
through a drainage system creates air pressure fluctuations. These fluctuations in pressure can
disrupt trap seals. If these fluctuations are large enough, they remove part or even all of the trap
seal. And once that precious seal is lostâ€¦. A properly installed vent keeps these pressure
fluctuations under controlâ€¦which in turn keeps the trap seal inside the P-Trap. There are
several different methods of venting : wet venting, common venting, circuit venting, island
fixture venting, etcâ€¦. The minimum toilet vent size depends on your plumbing code. In the IPC
toilet vents are 1. More on venting a toilet here. Flush bushings kind of look like hockey pucks.
And the answer is yes. Notice in the picture below how the horizontal portion of the plumbing
vent has a slight grade to it. Water vapor can condense inside vent pipes. Rainwater also enters
portions of the venting system. This slope drains any water vapor back into the drainage
system thanks to gravity. Now I will mention something to my friends in the UPC. But keep in
mind, horizontal vents cannot have sags or any drops UPC In the IPC use a 1. Then, this vent
can terminate through the roof all on its own. This increase prevents the vent from closing due
to frost IPC Or in other words, within the heated portion of your home. Again check your local

code. Or a shower? We just put together an ebook that makes plumbing any bathroom
dramatically easier. Inside the member area, you get private access to plumbing tutorial videos
never released to the public before. Home About Contact Sign-In. Wye with Long Turn Each
DWV fitting is clearly labeled for each code. You can print this bathroom plumbing diagram out
and follow along with the rest of this article. Kitchen sink drain parts diagram â€” Although our
pipes are not dense. It is convenient to use these products, at least once a month, to avoid
unwanted traffic jams. One of the most uncomfortable situations that can happen to us in the
home is that the pipe or drainage of the sink is covered. This not only hinders the cleaning of
kitchen utensils, but can also lead to unpleasant odors and bacterial accumulation. The solution
for many is to resort to the plumber or access to expensive chemical products, which, although
effective, generate a negative impact on health and the environment. What most people do not
know is that there are more ecological methods kitchen sink drain parts diagram that can
facilitate this task when the obstruction is not very severe. This time we want to reveal the most
interesting ones. So that you do not hesitate to try them every time you are in this situation. A
small yeast pill to make bread can neutralize the bad smell of the pipe, while the vinegar
unclogs it. Try any of the methods cited here and follow the recommendations to get good
results. We recommend repeating them, at least, once a month to prevent the grease from
forming too thick plugs in kitchen sink drain parts diagram. The net in chrome rp the home
decorating game apps. Kitchen sink plumbing parts home depot lovely kitchen sink plumbing
department at the best cost new kitchen sink drain snake image source. Kitchen sink drain
parts home depot, connecting valves traps waste plug stops plugs plumbing parts or buy
products today with h bathroom kitchen sink plumbing diagram all of. Sink drain parts under
plumbing parts of a kitchen sink. Kitchen creative designs under sink kitchen sink replacement
plumbing parts home depot the fittings you need to complete the kitchen sink drain parts new
kitchen sink detailed diagram strainer in post style. That here we constantly give the steps on
facts coming from reputable sources we found a kitchen sink drain plumbing diagram as kohler
kitchen sink. Assembled the internet. Carolina kitchen plumbing diagram kitchen area design
using the picture in. Improvement information about kitchen sink i retrieve a kitchen sink drain
parts pla home improvement information about kitchen sink diy for single kitchen sink drain
pipe pipes and disposal further bathroom sink drain basket. On google engine diagram
furthermore under bathroom sink drain pipe pipes and sewerage with sink parts of your kitchen
sink drain parts diagram. These are reader choosen ideas kitchen sink drain parts diagram ,
sink drain diagram , kitchen sink assembly diagram , parts of kitchen sink , kitchen Drainer
parts , kitchen sink pipes parts , kitchen sink p trap diagram , kitchen sink drain parts lowes ,
kitchen sink drain parts home depot , diagram of underside of kitchen sink unit bowl. Skip to
content. Slumberland Kitchen Tables Wooden Types. We are a participant in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means
for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon. Modern-day plumbing systems are a modern marvel of
society. This system relies on the proper function of many parts, which over time, are bound to
break or malfunction. Malfunctioning bathroom sink drain parts can lead to headaches such as
blockages and leaks. We will also explore common bathroom sink problems and how to fix
them. If you need to order new bathroom sink drain parts, you must know the names and
functions of these parts. The drain pipe is one of the most important bathroom sink drain parts.
The drain pipe goes out through the wall, or down the floor, and connects to the rest of the main
drain pipes of the home or business. Shut-off valves are installed for each major fixture of a
typical home. These valves make it easier to stop the water supply in isolated areas that require
repairs. You cannot make a repair or install bathroom sink drain parts with water spewing all
over the place. Shut-off valves can come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but they all serve the
same purpose. These valves usually come in pairs with one controlling hot water and the other
controlling the cold water supply. It is a good idea to replace these valves when making repairs
to other parts due to their age. Older shut-off valves can malfunction and fail to properly shut
off the water supply. A trap is installed in every home or business to hold water and keep sewer
gas smells from leaking into the structure. The most common type of trap used in bathroom
sinks is a P-trap. This type of trap is the easiest to replace or install. The two main components
of a P-trap are the U-bend and the trap arm. The trap arm is the straight length of the pipe that
connects the drain pipe and the U-bend. This is one of the most important bathroom sink drain
parts that can be thought of as a common safety feature. Water supply lines, usually composed
of plastic, wire mesh, or chromed copper, connect to the shut-off valves and are responsible for
moving water to the faucet. These supply lines should be regularly checked for leaks as they
tend to wear down with age. It is made of parts that are visible above as wells as parts that are
located underneath the sink. The pieces under the sink are the pop-up tailpiece and the
horizontal rod which moves the stopper up and down in the sink. These can include pedestal

sinks, wall mounted sinks, free-standing vanities, under-mount sinks, vessel sinks and vanities,
and vanity cabinets. Pedestal sinks, also known as free-standing sinks, are known for their
small size which requires very little space. Pedestal sinks come in a variety of designs and can
fit in almost any size bathroom. Pedestal sinks are well known for their ability to fit into any
bathroom theme. Wall mounted sinks are also praised for their ability to fit into smaller
bathrooms. However, wall-mounted sinks also have some drawbacks. These drawbacks can
include a lack of durability and may be vulnerable to forcible impacts. Freestanding vanities are
a combination of pedestal sinks and vanities. While a traditional pedestal sink may lack in space
for your bathroom essentials, free-standing vanities offer plenty of space. Freestanding vanities
not only offer a stylish look of a pedestal sink, but they also offer the convenience of extra
storage as well. Under-mount sinks are known for being stylish and posh but often have
contemporary designs. Under-mount sinks can be more expensive to install because they are
required to be installed onto a hard surface such as granite or marble. This type of sink also
requires a large amount of space. Vessel sinks and vanities are an expensive and large
compared to other types sinks and vanities. They are modern alternatives to traditional sinks
and vanities. These types of sinks require a certain theme of a bathroom in order to fit in with
the elements properly. Most bathroom sink faucets are well engineered and can last for a
decade or more. When it is time for faucets to be replaced there are generally a few warning
signs. These signs can include:. When rubber washers in the faucet begin to age, they make a
particular sound when water passes over them. These rubber washers can be fixed with a kit
that can be found at any hardware store. When the threads of the faucet become worn, it can
lead to a squeaky faucet handle. Then, simply reassemble the faucet. A clogged aerator is the
most common culprit for a weak faucet stream. Simply remove the aerator and flush any lime or
mineral deposits until the screen is clear. In cases where it is not possible to remove these
deposits, the aerator must be replaced. When running water for a bath, many stoppers do not
provide a good enough seal to hold the water in the tub. In order to correct this, unscrew the
round overflow plate from the end of the tub. Gently pull on the plate until the linage assembly
slips out from behind the tub. Turn the threaded rod found in the linkage two or three
revolutions to lengthen the linkage assembly. Replace the overflow plate. This should prevent
the water from leaking out too quickly. The first step in unclogging a bathroom sink is to check
the sink plunger for foreign objects. Foreign objects such as hair and toothpaste can block
these plungers. If clearing the plunger does not solve the issue, then it is time to move on to the
second step. The second step is to use a drain cleaner. Make sure to follow the instructions on
the bottle of the particular cleaner you are using. If these two steps fail to drain the sink, the
next steps are to use a plunger or a drain snake. This may take a few attempts, but it should
eventually resolve the issue. If the sink is still not able to drain, then the clog is deep in the
pipes. You will need to disassemble the drain trap in order to manually remove the debris from
the drain trap. If you are uncomfortable doing this, call in a plumber to do the job. Bathroom
sink drain parts are essential for a well-running plumbing system. These parts are unknown to
most until they fail. In order to buy the right replacement parts for your bathroom sink, you need
to know what the major parts are called. There are many types of bathroom sinks and vanities
that each p
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rovide their unique features and drawbacks. There are many easy repairs that can be made to
the bathroom sink that can make it run more smoothly and efficiently. Your email address will
not be published. We may also earn commissions on purchases from other retail websites.
Drain Pipe The drain pipe is one of the most important bathroom sink drain parts. Shut-Off
Valves Shut-off valves are installed for each major fixture of a typical home. P-Trap A trap is
installed in every home or business to hold water and keep sewer gas smells from leaking into
the structure. Water Supply Lines Water supply lines, usually composed of plastic, wire mesh,
or chromed copper, connect to the shut-off valves and are responsible for moving water to the
faucet. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search This
Site Search for:. Menu Home Troubleshooting. Pin It on Pinterest. This website uses cookies to
ensure you get the best experience on our website. Learn more. Got it!

